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Published in 00:00h in Italian routes allyou you say that you want to visit Italy? Here is a list of the best summer and tourist holiday apps in Italy. Italy. It has been shown in movies, books and even music! Ask anyone and they will tell you that it is on their list of the top ten places to visit. You can find history in Italy. You can find great cuisine in Italy. And you can even find love in
Italy. Once you visit this beautiful country, you will want to come back again and again. Rest in Italy is fun and interesting. Places to visit include Rome, Venice and Firenze (better known as Florence). Notable attractions include the Tower of Pisa, the Colosseum and the Vatican City. And of course, who can forget spaghetti and ice cream! If you are going to Italy, you should have
these Italian delicacies. And check out Tiramisu, it's completely different from what we eat here in the United States. Food in Italy tastes better and richer. To guide you on your trip, here are the best summer and tourist apps to visit this wonderful country. Download them before you go and then get ready to create memories to last a lifetime. WEATHER APP: IL METEO Want to
know what the weather is like in Rome? Firenze? il Meteo is the perfect app to do just that. It works not only for weather forecasts in Italy, but all over the world. Bonus features: beach, surfing spots and webcam. Cost: Free DINING APP: ITALIAN RESTAURANT 2014 BY GAMBERO ROSSO If you are looking for the best restaurants in Italy rated Gambero Rosso, one of the
leading food and wine companies in Italy than this app is for you. You can search for restaurants based on your search preferences, allowing you to find all award-winning restaurants by category: restaurants, taverns, wine bars, pizzerias. Want to eat a juicy lobster right away? Use the option around me to find the best lobster restaurant near you. In the app you can also find a
review of restaurants by experts Gambero Rosso and book a restaurant by phone, email, online service with exclusive service misiedo (I take the place) Cost: 8.99 euros (per year) LANGUAGE APP: LINGOLOOK ITALY Ciao, come stai? Want the best app to learn Italian? Look no further than Lingolook ITALY. It's not a translator, but more like a language lookbook where you can
learn the proper Italian pronunciation of over 800 words. No need for the internet on this. Cost: $4.99 TRAVEL GUIDE APPS: TRIPOSO No Internet while you're on the go? No problem! Get Triposo and download your guides and maps before you get on your way. This is the best app for all of Italy: you can get an overview map of the country and detailed maps of cities. In
addition, for major cities, you will get a special guide to the city with about all the main attractions, a list of great restaurants and various nightclubs It also works for other countries as well. Bonuses include currency converter, nightlife and sightseeing. Cost: The free city of Scouter ($3.99) is another great travel app for Naples, Rome and Venice. It operates offline just like Triposo
and includes train and tram information-must if you plan to visit the city and all Italian regions. Like City Scouter, Sonzo Fox is another good app for sightseeing in Italy and it's totally free. For a great Rome-specific app, try this Rome guide. It has standalone maps and great insider tips! One of the best guidebooks in Italy for sure! TRANSPORTATION APP: PRONTO TRENO If you
have to travel in Italy, then the train is a must. Want to get detailed information about the train schedule and buy a train ticket with one click? ProntoTreno is the app you want to get. Bonuses include train schedules, booking changes and refund requests from your phone. You can also check the condition of any train daily and its punctuality. Cost: Free PHOTO APP: FOTOPEDIA
ITALY What's the best way to decide whether you want to visit a place or not? Photos! What is the best app for checking beautiful Italian photos? Photopedia Italy! This app has an extensive catalog of glorious Italian photos that entice you to explore hidden gems in Italy. Cost: Free This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. A guide to Italy offers complete and
recent guides to Rome, Milan, Venice, Florence and many other tourist destinations in Italy. Features guidebook: - This free app brings you guidebooks to more than 100 Italian cities including Rome, Venice and Milan. Each guidebook has a tour section with all the main monuments. For every city in Italy we have an outside section with the best restaurants. Bars, pubs and
nightlife sections for all major Italian cities. - Autonomous map of Italy and autonomous maps of cities for all major cities. A phrasebook with useful Italian phrases. The guide has full background information about Italy. The app works offline. Free app - no hidden costs. What people are saying: Leave your lonely planet or Frommers at home. Your phone and guidebook is all you
need. The travel guide is offline and even has a standalone map. So no roaming charges. And it's free! About our guides: We make great, interactive guidebooks. In order to make our guides we use content that is freely available. Open content sites like Wikitravel, Wikipedia, and Openstreetmap are some of the best resources for any traveler. Our mission is to make this content
relevant to you. So we mix both mash and annotate - and we distill large, matching guidebooks out of it. We like open content. In fact some of us were involved in World66, one of the first open content guidebooks on the Internet. Our guidebooks are pretty much open content there. We currently use content from: Wikipedia, Wikitravel, World66, Open Streetmaps, DMOS and
Chefmoz We are big fans of these projects. If you come across any inaccurate information in this guide, we would appreciate it if you would correct it on the website of these projects. December 22, 2017 Version 6.4.0 The latest version of our app has some interesting features. We have a new mapping solution that allows us to get better experience and more accurate information.
We've updated our guidebook data to make sure you get the latest recommendations. Finally, we standardized our flow for booking hotels, tours and tickets to attractions on our platform through our partners. Happy travels! I have used this app during my extensive travels in Italy over the past decade. The biggest feature is the ability to use offline once you have mapped out your
routes. Automatically saves your visited places that you starred for visiting. I recently went to Italy and the Triposo Italy App was very helpful - from temperature assessment to information and directions at various attractions and restaurants. I would definitely recommend this app. I used Triposo to help plan both of my trips to Italy. It aggregates information about food, housing and
attractions from a variety of sources (including app users) and presents it all in an easy-to-use, well-organized way. It's a handy, useful tool that complements guides like Rick Steves, Fodor and Lonely Planet. A website's privacy policy, hitting popular tourist spots, can give you a history lesson or two, but if you want to truly explore a new city, you'll want to find ways to travel as a
local. With access to pre-existing, insider information, you can be your own guide in Rome and mingle with those who call Italy home. These 11 apps will take you on a self-guided walk, point out the best works of art, help you navigate public transport, and more. Triposo connects travelers with the best places to visit, eat and shop around the world. Personalize your trip to Italy by
choosing your own things to do and places to go. Explore the best destinations and regions such as Florence and Milan, and read the mini guides written by other Triposo users like this about the 6 most amazing cliffside villages in Italy. Trenitalia is Italy's main train operator, providing regional, long-distance, high-speed and international passenger trains. Their app helps you in all
aspects of working with the company from buying until the time of arrival. Choose your preferred stations, look for the best fares available and track trains in real time. My Travel section allows you to make changes to your booking, request a refund, or add a trip to your calendar. Rome's bus system can be tricky for tourists to understand, causing many of them to avoid it
altogether. But But Rome's Rome covers a much larger city than the metro tourist area, which is why the Probus Rome app is so useful for getting off the beaten track. Identify the nearest bus stops, discover bus time, plan routes and connections, and get real-time updates. Italy Museums Free collects more than 150 museums and art exhibits throughout Italy. Search by location,
museum name, exhibit or keyword. The app gives you key information on the ground, including museum address, phone number, hours and entry prices. Then once you're at the museum, the app will tell you the most popular exhibit there so you can head straight to it. Upgrade for $1.99 to find museums within a certain distance of you and get public transport destinations. Curate
a list of your favorite tracks from the app's library, which includes self-guided walking tours from Rick Steves City and country guidebooks, as well as interviews from Rick Steves' public radio program. View PDF maps that complement walking tours. Your geographic playlist can cover the best sites in Italy, as well as travel tips and cultural ideas. Streetart Rome collects more than
300 works of street art in 30 districts and 150 roads. See the murals that are closest to you with a built-in map that attaches nearby works. Click on a work of art to learn more about it, such as the details of the artist or the year it was created. This app offers the perfect opportunity to explore parts of the city you might have otherwise missed and offers a modern view of Rome that
many tourists don't see. WC Rome has a simple and simple goal: to help you find public bathrooms in Rome. Not the most exciting part of your holiday, of course, but something travelers of all walks and means will have to deal with at some point. Browse the map to find the public bathroom closest to you and see information such as directions and opening hours. This app
includes translation dictionaries for many languages, including Italian. Access to the Anglo-Italian dictionary, as well as Italian definitions and conjugations. Explore forums for more than 2 million questions. Lingolook Italian is a language guide with illustrated flash cards and audio translations. Access to more than 800 words and phrases for travelers, with over 550 clear audio
translations from native speakers to help you with pronunciation. Search quickly for travel categories and head to the help section for the menu reader and travel tips. It won't help with your fluency, but it will make sure you don't accidentally order horsemeat when you try some of the less touristy restaurants in Italian Created by Elizabeth Minchilley, writer for magazines such as
Bon App'tit and Food and Wine, Eat Italy is a collection of her favorite eateries (including bakeries, specialty shops and wine bars) in Rome, Rome, Milan and Venice. Avoid tourist-heavy restaurants and instead head to the little-known gems frequented by the locals. Search for bars, cafes and restaurants by location or kitchen to dine or order. Browse photos of the restaurant,
review the menus in advance and read user reviews. The map and rating features will help you narrow down your options. Somato is likely to be familiar to many travelers because of its global presence, but since its acquisition of Cibando in 2014 it is the most active gourmet community in Italy, so this is by far your best choice to use. We hope this will help you in your great
journey. Be sure to check if your phone is equipped for an Italian SIM card and data card before you dive in.
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